
An ecosystem that allies 
communication with simplicity  

With flexible, plug & play, automated and integrated solutions,
you control your entire telephony independently. 

You can personalise all your options in real time by accessing 
the following options to a unique business tool that brings together all of our services.

Because the only good way to communicate is to do it simply.

Reliable, simple and 100% automated solutions to communicate anywhere, 
anytime and bring you closer to your customers.
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Simplify your daily life with voice solutions 

and unified communications designed by expert teams. 

Communication that listens to users

Your communications, our solutions 

With Sewan's unified communication solutions, you win 

in e�ciency. Whether it's on your fixed phone, 

your PC or your mobile, your telephony, your e-mails,

your instant messaging and many other services

are accessible to you in a simple way. 

Discover our Plug & Play solutions based on

on Teams (Microsoft) or on Dialog (Cisco).

Compatible with all major PABX brands 

and also now with Teams (Microsoft),

Sewan's trunk solutions are integrated with

your environment by giving you the benefit of

of a 100% stable network. O�ers include,

among other things, call forwarding and automatic back-up 

solutions, the management of emergency numbers 

or automatic invoicing in a multi-site environment. 

UNIFY YOUR COMMUNICATIONS
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Sewan reinvents mobile telephony

thanks to a white label interface that is totally 

modular. Call forwarding, number presentation, 

Text-to-speech transcripts of voicemail messages... 

Manage your mobile telephony as simply as your 

hosted telephony, without any third party applica-

tion. And in order to o�er you the best services, we 

combine this o�er with the best Belgium mobile 

network to provide the most innovative o�er 

on the market. 


